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Abstract: Floating breakwaters have recently been generating increasing interest as a vital means to
provide shelter and protect the ever-increasing number of structures deployed at sea. Notwithstand-
ing the novel ideas being put forward, to date, floating breakwater deployment has been limited
to inshore and shallow water areas. The scale of such structures has been restricted to the smaller
spectrum. Furthermore, whilst some concepts to integrate floating breakwaters with other offshore
systems have been proposed to benefit from cost-sharing strategies, studies related to floating break-
waters integrating energy storage are lacking in the open literature. The present research investigates
the wave attenuating and dynamic performance of a large-scale floating breakwater in deep seas with
a hydro-pneumatic energy storage system also integrated within the structure. This article highlights
the arising need for floating breakwaters and sheds light on the present-day technological status of
floating wave breakers. It then lays the ground for the proposed, novel floating breakwater concept
that aims to address the current knowledge gaps in this field of study. The simulation results gener-
ated from numerical modelling via the potential flow solver ANSYS® AQWA™ have been promising,
connoting that the addition of hydro-pneumatic energy storage to a floating breakwater will not lead
to a degradation in the dynamic performance or wave breaking efficiency of the floating structure.

Keywords: floating breakwater; hydro-pneumatic; energy storage; offshore; deep waters

1. Introduction

Ambitious targets [1,2] are being set by policy makers worldwide in a quest to mitigate
the repercussions of climate change and develop climate neutral communities with net-zero
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Countries are rapidly shifting towards renewable energy
sources (RES) as the main alternative to burning fossil fuels for energy production. Wind
and solar energy conversion technologies are at the forefront of decarbonization. Together,
these renewable energy (RE) technologies have accounted for a record of 12% of the global
electricity generated in 2022 [3]. The intermittency in wind and solar power, however,
leads to multiple instances of either insufficient (i.e., not enough to meet demand) or excess
(i.e., surplus to requirements) RE supplies, posing significant risks to the stability and
security of power transmission and the energy supply system in its entirety. In recent
years, energy storage systems (ESSs) have been regarded as a key solution to alleviate the
resultant mismatch in renewable power production. ESSs can absorb the unpredictable
power signal from the RES and dispatch it as a schedulable supply of power when required.

As the shift towards the use of RES accelerates to sustain an ever-growing fraction of
global electricity, the demand for reliable, large, utility-scale energy storage applications
intensifies in a parallel manner. In a domino-effect, a land–energy nexus arises as the
production, storage and utilization of energy all demand a substantial allocation of land [4].
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Faced with limited land resources, the oceans are now being explored for multiple purposes,
including RE production [5,6] and storage [7,8]. Shallow coastal areas are already becoming
spatially restricted due to multiple users. Consequently, the deep waters are being targeted
for the provision of an offshore energy mix.

While RES are abundantly available offshore, significant engineering challenges arise
pertaining to the deployment, operation and maintenance of RE devices at sea. A case in
point is floating offshore photovoltaics [9,10] that are constrained to having a large water
plane area to maximize their energy conversion efficiency at the expense of a high exposure
to wave loads. Furthermore, sea faring vessels undertaking maintenance works offshore,
for example, at offshore wind farms, may be constrained to return to the base under very
rough weather conditions. In an effort to provide improved solutions to adequately protect
the ever-increasing marine infrastructure and berthed vessels alike, engineers have been
exploring the feasibility of various new breakwater concepts. The fundamental purpose of
a breakwater is to attenuate waves and offer protection to coastal areas, harbours, marine
craft and installations at sea. With deployments transitioning towards deep oceanic sites,
floating breakwaters (FBWs) are being perceived as an attractive opportunity to enable the
creation of sheltered areas in deeper seas and to facilitate multi-purpose offshore activities
related to RE generation.

The present research explores a novel FBW concept that integrates a hydro-pneumatic
energy storage (HPES) system. This study aims to contribute a sound understanding of
a multi-use floating structure serving two different roles; (1) to mitigate the harsh wave
action to provide shelter to the marine RE technologies, ships and other marine vessels
and (2) to cater for medium- to long-duration energy storage (LDES) (>4 h) systems to
address the intermittency issues arising from offshore wind and solar energy harvesting.
The upcoming section presents a literature review focusing on the existing and emerging
FBW technologies and identifies a number of knowledge gaps that need to be addressed.
Section 3 defines the proposed novel solution and main configurations that seek to provide
an answer to present-day uncertainties. Section 4 describes the methodology adopted,
followed by the validation and numerical accuracy investigations in Section 5. Next, the
discussion of the results is documented in Section 6. The salient conclusions gathered from
the different investigations are finally summarized in Section 7.

2. Current Research and Technological Status

Independent entities are spearheading research to narrow the knowledge gaps and
enrich the expertise related to various FBW technologies. Some researchers have sought
to perform FBW design optimizations via numerical computations [11,12]. Others took
the investigations a step further by introducing geometry modifications and performing
physical testing on scaled models in laboratories [13–15]. Apart from exploring the effect
of attachments or modifications on conventional, rectangular designs, hybrid ideas have
also been growing in popularity. Indeed, concepts of combining FBWs with marine ecosys-
tems [16,17] and offshore RE [18,19] are gaining traction quite rapidly. The aforementioned
hybridizations do not only provide structural and performance benefits, but they also
contribute towards the sustainable and economic development of the oceans through cost-
and space-sharing solutions.

The well-established theories and numerical simulations validated via several experi-
mental campaigns over the years have provided significant confidence in certain concepts
to develop on a commercial level. Box and pontoon configurations are amongst the highly
popular designs for commercial-scale deployment. The latter typically consist of multiple
modules connected together to form the desired length of barricade close to the shore.
The constituent blocks generally have relatively small dimensions compared to large-scale
offshore structures. For example, the 415 m long, box-type wave attenuator deployed in
Burlington Marina on Lake Ontario, Canada, [20] comprises various units that measure
up to 20 m in length and are approximately 5 m wide. The structures are moored with
heavy chains connected to concrete anchors at water depths of up to 9 m. Similarly, the
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Swedish dock in Skärhamn [21] is sheltered by an 80 m long, L-shaped FBW composed of
20 m × 8 m × 3 m pontoons. The floating barrier acts as a defence mechanism for vessels
berthing in a marina having a maximum sea depth of 4 m.

The new marina project at Darsena Pagliari, in La Spezia in Italy [22], is a further
example of FBW structures that have materialized and been proven to be highly effective.
The creation of the new floating assemblies in 2021 incorporated 20 m long units with widths
varying between 8 and 10 m. A total of 21 modules arranged in a 12 × 9 configuration now
provide shelter to about 850 berths in the Ligurian harbour. Likewise, a 95 m long FBW
offers protection to the Port of Figueras, in Spain [23]. Pontoon-type sections characterized
by a length of 19.90 m and a width of 4 m are interconnected and anchored by cable
moorings at a deployment depth of 6.75 m.

Deployments of larger units floating on the seawater surface and without any rigid
supports are very limited. The FBW of Kan-on in Hiroshima Port in Japan [24] is made up
of five relatively larger structures as compared to the previous examples. Every module
is 30 m × 30 m × 4 m high. The system is deployed in a fixed-floating configuration,
supported on dolphin structures anchored at a depth of less than 15 m. Perhaps the largest
FBW to date is that at La Condamine Port in Monaco [25]. The wave attenuator in the
French harbour is composed of a single concrete slab measuring 352 m × 44 m × 24.5 m
in height. One end of the FBW is connected to land via a couple of chains and a massive
conical revolving joint. At the other end, the sea depth is 55 m below the mean seawater
level (MSL) and the structure is moored in place by eight chains. The combined station-
keeping system thus only allows the motion of the wave breaker in the three rotational
degrees of freedom (DoFs).

In spite of reaching commercialization, market-ready solutions have thus far been
limited in both scale and application. The full-scale systems represented by numerical
models [11,12] or prototypes in experimental facilities [13–15] remained limited in size.
Actual systems [20–23] are presently composed of multiple slabs, with relatively large
structures being very scarce. Similarly, most of the deployments [20–25] in the marine space
have thus far been located close to shorelines, in shallow water and near marinas intended
to safeguard berthed vessels. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the technologies
have not yet been proven in the deep and open seas to protect the developing offshore
infrastructure. Likewise, novel conceptualizations of hybrid solutions have mostly focused
on incorporating wave energy convertors (WECs) [18,19] or marine bio-matter [16,17]
within the wave-breaking unit, as outlined in the previous paragraphs. The concept of
integrating an FBW with an offshore ESS is, however, lacking. To date, no study has
yet attempted to explore the feasibility of FBWs as power banks to address the issue of
intermittency in the production and supply of RE electricity.

Information relevant to the dynamic limits of FBWs is also lacking in offshore codes
and standards [26]. Most of the reviewed documents [26–29] focus either on passenger
comfort and avoidance of motion sickness or present calculations specific to marine craft
that deviate substantially from the functionality of FBWs. The closest correlation that could
be made to an FBW is that of a floating pontoon. In [30], Freeman also acknowledges the
lack of standardized acceleration limits for the aforesaid offshore structures. The author
establishes the most suitable peak safe motion limits (SMLs) to maintain a human’s postural
stability to be 0.1 g in both the lateral and vertical directions. In another work [31], Freeman
also assesses miniature floating breakwater prototypes in a laboratory environment. In
both [30,31], the author remarks that the absolute maximum accelerations for a floating
pontoon/breakwater were more than six times the 0.1 g SML in response to wave conditions,
assimilating the wake from the marine craft.

The present study aims to address some of the above-mentioned knowledge gaps by
investigating the behaviour of a large-scale FBW in deep seas. It assesses changes in the
wave breaking and dynamic response of the structure prompted by the integration of an
HPES technology. The outcomes from exclusively numerical simulations shall serve to
provide insight and generate new knowledge addressing the current dearth in this field.
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3. Proposed Concept

In order to establish the unlocking potential of the novel hybrid system, the characteris-
tics of a similar system without an integrated ESS have to first be recognized. Consequently,
two main configurations were considered, as presented in Figures 1 and 2, and as discussed
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
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3.1. Baseline Floating Breakwater—Model A

The first model shown in Figure 1 is a stand-alone, conventional, box-type FBW unit
comprising solely a steel-reinforced concrete floater module. The latter is characterized by
geometric symmetry in all three planes (i.e., in the x–y, x–z and y–z planes) and attenuates
wave energy via reflection. The baseline system, which will also be referred to as Model A,
was set up to act as a reference for comparison purposes. Consequently, the changes in the
overall response of the FBW brought about by the introduction of the HPES system in the
novel model could be clearly identified.

3.2. Hybrid Floating Breakwater—Model B

The novel hybrid concept is illustrated in Figure 2 and will also be referred to as Model
B. The latter may be regarded as a hybrid system from a functional perspective on account
of serving the dual role of creating sheltered spaces, whilst also storing energy from nearly
offshore RE farms. Model B consists of two subsystems mainly, the FBW unit and the
ESS. The latter, in turn, is composed of an Energy Conversion Unit (ECU) and a Pressure
Containment System (PCS), as detailed in the following sections.

3.2.1. The Floating Breakwater Unit

The upper floater module is identical to that of Model A and acts as the main wave
attenuating device, providing sheltered areas for offshore infrastructure, vessels and other
activities at sea. Additionally, the inner empty core provides a space for the stowage and
protection of the ECU.
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3.2.2. The Energy Storage System

The HPES system being considered in the present research is specifically the devel-
oping FLASC technology [8], which is intended for offshore applications. It utilizes the
surrounding seawater as a natural heat sink/source to maintain quasi-isothermal condi-
tions and subsequently to attain exceptionally high thermal efficiencies [8]. The concept
of the operation is based on a combination of pumped-hydro and compressed-air storage.
Surplus energy harnessed from the floating wind turbines and solar panels situated in
the area sheltered by the hybrid FBW can be stored in the HPES system co-located off-
shore. Initially, the system is pre-charged with a compressible gas (e.g., air or nitrogen) to
a stipulated pressure to provide an initial load for the hydraulic circuit that connects to
the storage. The excess energy generated by the RES operates a pump–turbine (P-T) that
pumps seawater into the storage vessels. The injection of seawater thus compresses the gas
inside the system, thereby storing the surplus energy. When the RE being generated fails to
satisfy a pre-determined energy level at any instance, the stored compressed gas inside the
HPES system is allowed to expand by releasing the seawater through the P-T which now
operates in turbine mode. The turbine nozzle expels the stored fluid at high pressure, with
the shaft converting the hydraulic power into electricity [8].

The ECU controls all the operations of the HPES system. It mainly comprises the P-T
or a separate pump and Pelton turbine. A filtration system is also incorporated to remove
large particles in the intake to prevent any damage to the system. Other components and
electronics that are essential for operation and control are also included as part of the ECU.
In order to ensure seawater flow to the P-T at all instances during the discharging cycle,
the input flow shall be supplied from the lower row of pressure vessels (PVs). To minimize
the influence of sloshing and prevent air from ending up in the hydraulic circuit and P-T,
the PVs shall be slightly inclined to horizontal, as depicted in Figure 2b. Hence, the PCS
outlet feeding the hydraulic machinery shall be situated at one end of the PVs occupying
the relatively quiescent seawater that is constantly available. The detailed operation of
the ECU is beyond the scope of the subject research. Hence, for modelling purposes, the
ECU shall be treated as a black box and modelled as a point mass. The latter shall be
located towards the middle of the FBW to minimize the effects of floater motions, which
subsequently induce additional loads on the rotating P-T.

Whilst the ECU is enclosed within the FBW structure, the PCS is integrated within the
hybrid model in the form of a pressure vessel bundle (PVB) suspended from the FBW via
rigid links as illustrated in Figure 2. The PVs are assumed to be hydraulically interconnected
via piping, forming as a single storage unit. The primary aim of the multitude of PVs is to
store RE via a liquid piston mechanism (i.e., seawater compressing a gas), to be utilized
when and as required. From a thermodynamic perspective, the array of cylindrical vessels
also assimilates a heat exchanger mechanism. The concept of multiple vessels increases the
contact surface area over and around which the external seawater can flow. Consequently,
the heat transfer during operation is expected to be enhanced, allowing the HPES system
to achieve quasi-isothermal conditions for the energy storage process. The structural
contribution of the storage cylinders might provide additional functionality of the PCS that
shall be explored throughout the research. The PVs may be able to assist in obstructing the
wave energy and thus improve the wave attenuating performance of the FBW.

4. Methodology

Prior to assessing Models A and B numerically, simulations using the potential flow
solver, ANSYS® AQWA™, Version 2022 R2, were carried out for validation and repeatability
purposes of the software tool. Investigations to minimize the uncertainty of results were
also performed. The procedures undertaken are detailed further in Section 5.

The investigation of FBWs then commenced by firstly establishing the geometry and
design of the FBW. The box-type configuration was noted to be ideal to accommodate both
the ECU (internally) and the PCS (externally). The values of the dimensions indicated in
Figure 1, more specifically, the length Lo, width Bo, height Zo and wall thicknesses t1, t2 and
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t3 were obtained through an iterative, design optimization exercise. The latter procedure
considered the influence of dimensional changes on the hydrostatic stability and wave
breaking behaviour. Extensive details of the FBW design optimization can be found in [32].
The sizing of the floater was followed by the sizing of the ESS, or more precisely, of the PCS.
The details of the PCS sizing are outlined in Section 6.1. The same section also outlines
the hydrostatic check that was performed through the application of Archimedes law, to
ensure that the structure was still able to float freely following the integration of the ESS, in
both fully discharged and fully charged states.

Next, both Models A and B (refer to Figures 1 and 2) were independently modelled
in the aforesaid industry-standard package, ANSYS® AQWA™, which is used for a vast
range of maritime engineering applications [33]. The potential flow theory is extensively
detailed in the literature, and thus, the mathematical representation is not being repeated
in the present article. The theory is available in the ANSYS® AQWA™ theory manual [33]
and other open literature sources [34,35].

Despite the inability to model viscous effects, AQWA™ allows the modelling of
drag loads on slender bodies via the addition of elements based on a linearized Morison
drag term:

dFdrag =
1
2
ρDCdαurms(uf − us) (1)

In Equation (1), Fdrag is the drag load, ρ is the density of the fluid (i.e., seawater), D
is the characteristic dimension of the body and Cd is the drag coefficient that is typically
determined from the Reynolds (Re) and Keulegan–Carpenter (KC) numbers. Moreover, α
is the linearization factor, urms is the root mean square (RMS) of the transverse directional
relative velocity and uf and us are the fluid and structure velocities, respectively. For
simulations incorporating Model A, the inclusion of Equation (1) was not essential due to
the system being classified as a large volume structure whereby the loads induced on the
floater were identified to be inertia- and/or diffraction-dominated. Conversely, for Model B,
the viscous loads on the cylindrical structures became relatively significant. Consequently,
line elements with a Cd of 0.65 [36] were added to the PVs within the hybrid model to
correct for the shortcoming of the inviscid potential flow. The quoted value of Cd was
derived from computations neglecting shielding effects and in accordance with Clause
6.7 of the DNVGL-RP-C205 Standard [36].

After successfully setting up the models in the AQWA™ Suite, both aforesaid FBW
structures were investigated to firstly reconfirm the hydrostatic characteristics, followed by
an analysis in the Hydrodynamic Diffraction (HD) module in the frequency domain. Both
fixed-floating (i.e., AQWA™ Structure Fixity setting set to Structure is fixed in place) and free-
floating (i.e., AQWA™ Structure Fixity setting set to Structure is free to move) arrangements
were modelled to obtain the two extremities in the range of the FBW behaviour, since the HD
module does not incorporate mooring line effects. Readings of wave heights downstream
of the FBWs were taken from the post-processing tool AQWA™ Graphical Supervisor
(GS). The transmission coefficient Kt and percentage wave breaking efficiency η of the
FBWs for a range of incident wave periods were computed using Equations (2) and (3),
respectively. In Equation (2), Ht and Hi are the transmitted wave height and incident wave
height, respectively. Results obtained from the HD module are presented and discussed in
Section 6.2.

Kt =
Ht

Hi
(2)

η = 100(1 − Kt) (3)

Next, a hydrodynamic response (HR) investigation was performed to obtain an under-
standing of the dynamic behaviour of the baseline and hybrid FBWs under different sea
conditions. For the purpose of the time response analysis, only free-floating units under
the effects of mooring lines were considered. Indeed, a high-stiffness catenary mooring
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system was added to Models A and B to station the structures afloat at 200 m vertically
above the seabed. The results obtained from the HR analysis are interpreted in Section 6.3.

5. Validation and Numerical Accuracy

The first sets of simulations in ANSYS® AQWA™ were carried out for the validation
and repeatability analyses of the software against external sources. Indeed, the box-type
FBW studied in a wave flume by Cui et al. [37] was replicated in ANSYS® AQWA™ to
quantify the model uncertainty. Figure 3 presents the response amplitude operators (RAOs)
obtained from the source [37] with superimposed results generated by AQWA™ in the time
response domain. The outcomes show good agreement between the physical testing and the
potential flow solver with the average model uncertainty across the three results equating to
13.2%. The highest discrepancies are observed in heave at the range of low wavelengths and
in pitch. The discrepancies could be arising from the fact that some mooring characteristics,
for example, the chain diameter and steel grade, are not documented in [37] and thus
had to be estimated within the present study. Furthermore, the viscous effects are more
prominent on the small-scale prototypes studied in the lab. Ideally, validation of AQWA™
is performed utilizing large FBW structures. However, at the time of writing, no studies of
large-scale FBWs were found publicly available. Future work should thus further validate
the accuracy of the potential flow solver by implementing other numerical techniques
such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), as well as perform physical analyses on
medium-scaled models in real waters.
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A repeatability test was also performed by re-simulating a model in ANSYS® AQWA™
which had already been analysed by other researchers using the same potential flow solver.
Indeed, the double-row, box-type FBW investigated by Rajabi and Ghassemi [38] was
selected as a reference model. A different version from that currently utilized (i.e., Version
2022 R2) was adopted by Rajabi and Ghassemi [38]. The version employed is not quoted
in the manuscript [38]; however, based on the publication date, it is older than 2022 R2.
To illustrate, the outcomes for the transmission coefficient Kt are presented in Figure 4,
confirming the negligible difference between the source [38] and replicated model.

Upon validating the software, Model A was set up in AQWA™ and a grid refinement
study was performed to minimize the numerical uncertainty as much as possible. From
a mesh-sensitivity analysis, a maximum element size lmax of 2 m or less was found to
give consistent results. As an example, Figure 5 illustrates the convergence of the surge
amplitude value with decreasing grid spacing. Given the simple geometry of the FBWs,
refining the mesh with elements smaller than 2 m did not increase the computational time
significantly. Thus, an element size of 0.8 m with a de-featuring tolerance of 0.04 m was
eventually implemented and maintained throughout the investigation. Refining the mesh
further to a grid size of 0.6 m was found to improve the results by a marginal value of 3%.
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Similarly, a temporal domain assessment was performed to identify the suitable
number of time steps (or suitable time increment) that would generate reliable outcomes.
Time steps of 10, 5 and 3 s proved to be too high and generated an error whereas an
increment of 0.001 s was too small and exceeded the 1,000,001 number of steps limit
in AQWA™. Consequently, time response simulations in the HR domain were carried
out for time increments of 2.00, 1.00, 0.50, 0.10 and 0.05 s corresponding to 5401, 10,801,
21,601, 108,001 and 216,001 time steps, respectively. Figure 6 exhibits the effect of the time
increment on the surge acceleration value. The plot suggests that a time increment shorter
than 0.50 s, corresponding to over 21,601 time steps, converges towards a value of 1.46 m/s2.
Furthermore, the percentage difference between the outputs becomes minimal (i.e., <6%).
Consequently, a time increment of 0.50 s was adopted and considered as adequate in
striking a balance between reliable results and computational effort.
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6. Results and Discussion

The upcoming sections demonstrate the wave attenuating characteristics and hydro-
dynamic response of the baseline and hybrid FBW systems outlined in Section 3. Results
generated from AQWA™ for Models A and B are compared.

6.1. Hydrostatic Analysis

The hydrostatic details of FBW Models A and B (refer to Figures 1 and 2) are presented
in Table 1. The terms S1 and S2 for the hybrid model represent Scenario 1 and Scenario
2, respectively. The former implies a pre-charged PCS, whereas the latter represents the
fully charged state of the ESS. Additionally, the details of the HPES system for Model B are
summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The ECU, which was assumed as a black box, was assigned
a mass of 450 tonnes, estimated and up-scaled from the physical ECU being assembled at
the University of Malta as part of Project MUSICA [39].

Table 1. Hydrostatic properties for the baseline and hybrid FBWs.

Parameter Baseline Model A Hybrid Model B

HPES system (-) No Yes Yes
State of charge (-) - S1 S2
Length of floater—Lo (m) 150 150 150
Width of floater—Bo (m) 18 18 18
Height of floater—Ho (m) 11.90 11.90 11.90
Wall thickness—t1 (m) 0.30 0.30 0.30
Wall thickness—t2 (m) 0.20 0.20 0.20
Wall thickness—t3 (m) 1.90 1.90 1.90
Water-plane area—A’wp (m2) 2700 2700 2700
Freeboard—fb (m) 5.72 5.46 5.04
Floater draught—Zs,fbw (m) 6.19 6.43 6.86
Total draught—Zs,tot (m) 6.19 12.53 12.96
Total displaced volume—Vs,tot (m3) 16,700 19,600 20,700
Total mass—Mtot (t) 17,120 20,050 21,220
Distance from MSL to Centre of
Buoyancy (CoB)—OB (m) 3.09 4.01 4.20

Distance from MSL to Centre of Gravity
(CoG)—OG (m) 3.33 3.47 4.27

Transverse metacentric height—GMt (m) 4.61 3.19 3.59
Roll Inertia—Igx (kg m2) 3.23 × 1010 3.33 × 1010 3.58 × 1010

Pitch Inertia—Igy (kg m2) 6.64 × 108 1.32 × 109 1.67 × 109

Yaw Inertia—Igz (kg m2) 3.26 × 1010 3.29 × 1010 3.51 × 1010

Natural period in heave—Tn,33 (s) 7.27 7.56 7.69
Natural period in roll—Tn,44 (s) 7.10 7.20 7.33
Natural period in pitch—Tn,55 (s) 6.82 8.38 8.01

Table 2. Thermodynamic operating conditions for the PCS.

Parameter Value

Total energy storage capacity—E (MWh) 3.84
Total volumetric capacity of PVB—Vpvb (m3) 1901
Mass of pressurized fluid (i.e., air)—mair (t) 181
Operating pressure ratio—rp (-) 2.50
Pre-charged pressure—p1 (bar) 80
Peak pressure—p2 (bar) 200
Design pressure—pd (bar) 220
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Table 3. Structural properties for the PCS obtained from SmartPVB [40].

Parameter Value

Number of cylinders—N (-) 8
Length of cylinders—Lpv (m) 150
Outer diameter—Do (m) 1.524
Internal diameter—Di (m) 1.423
Total wall thickness—e (m) 0.050
Corrosion allowance—ec (m) 0.003
Total mass of steel—mst (t) 2304
Additional mass allowance per PV—ma (%) 5
Von Mises safety factor—fvm (-) 1.70

All thermodynamic and structural properties in Tables 2 and 3 were derived from the
software tool developed in-house, SmartPVB, Version 1.1 [40]. The latter was specifically
developed for the purpose of the PVB design in offshore HPES applications and is capable
of determining the optimal PVB configurations using numerical optimization algorithms.
The code implements calculations as suggested by the European Standard EN 13445:2014,
Parts 2, 3 and 5 [41–43]. Standardized dimensions, more specifically, the PV diameters and
thicknesses, are based on the American Petroleum Institute (API)-5L specifications [44]. The
latter pipeline code was implemented for the design of the PVs making up the PCS since,
at the time of writing, pipeline sections are the cheapest form of steel structure available.
Hence, the PVB and pipeline design approach provide the opportunity of leveraging the
gas pipeline industry during manufacturing procedures [40].

An operating pressure ratio of 2.5 was previously identified by Cutajar et al. [40] to be
an optimized operating condition which results in the minimum mass of steel requirement
per unit of energy storage capacity (i.e., the minimum value of kg (of steel)/MWh). Hence,
the same value was also utilized in the present research to drive down cost reductions in
offshore HPES applications. The design pressure was established based on a safety factor
of 1.1 on the peak working pressure, as recommended by the Pressure Equipment Directive
(PED) [45].

In accordance with the parameters in Table 3, all PVs making up the PCS were assumed
to be identical, having an outer diameter of 1.524 m (equivalent to the 60-inch standard
pipeline dimension) [44]. A 5% [40] additional mass allowance per PV was also included
in the total structural mass mst of the PCS. The percentage value is based on the mass
of steel required for one empty PV and accounts for welds, flanges, nozzles, valves and
other components alike [41]. Conditioned by the findings of previous investigations by
Cutajar et al. [40], a steel grade of X70 was considered for the storage vessels. The chosen
material is characterized by a density of 7850 kg/m3, a yield strength of 483 MPa and an
ultimate tensile strength of 565 MPa [42,43].

The quantities in Table 1 confirm that the integration of the HPES system into the
FBW does not jeopardize the hydrostatic stability of the wave breaker. On the contrary,
the introduction of the ECU and PCS to the floating unit enhances the intact stability
criteria of the structure. Upon the integration of the ESS with the FBW, the transverse
metacentric height GMt of the floating system remains positive, thus ensuring that upon
a small inclination, a righting moment is induced to return the structure to its original
position. Another revelation is that, in terms of the natural periods in heave, roll and
pitch, the large-scale FBWs under consideration mimic the behaviour of FPSO units, as
established in Clause 2.2 of the DNVGL-RP-F205 Standard [46].

6.2. Wave Attenuation Performance Analysis

The analysis in the HD module in AQWA™ was carried out for both Models A and B
in both fixed- and free-floating arrangements. The FBW models may be compared in terms
of wave attenuation characteristics from the outcomes presented in Figures 7 and 8. The
values of Kt were derived from Equation (2) as presented in Section 4. Moreover, the plots
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in the figures were generated for the default values of sea depth and incident wave height
(i.e., d = 200 m and Hi = 2.5 m). These were chosen for central Mediterranean conditions,
more specifically for the territorial waters of the Maltese Islands. All incident wave headings
were taken at 0◦ to the x-axis (refer to Figures 1 and 2 for axes notation). The 0◦ wave
heading was chosen since AQWA™ does not allow the superposition of multidirectional
waves in the HD system. Even though the simulation of a range of wave directions is
possible, the numerical solution is executed individually for every wave heading.
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For a detailed explanation on the behaviour of fixed- and free-FBWs and the phe-
nomena that give rise to the displayed performance, the reader may refer to the previous
work of the authors in [32]. Of importance here is the difference between the baseline and
hybrid systems. Figure 7 for the fixed-floating systems shows that the hybrid FBW Model
B has wave-attenuating behaviour which is identical to that of the baseline for Model A. In
order to analyse any changes between the free-floating units in Figure 8, three regions can
be defined.

Region I: For very short incident wave periods of 2 ≤ T < 5 s, this corresponds to
the range of high incident wave frequencies 3.14 ≥ ω > 1.26 rad/s. The first region is
characterized by the lowest Kt values that increase in a quasi-quadratic manner with
increasing wave periods. No major differences are noticed between Model A and Model B.

Region II: For mid-range incident wave periods of 5 ≤ T ≤ 8 s, this corresponds
to the range of incident wave frequencies 1.26 ≥ ω ≥ 0.79 rad/s. This second region is
characterized by the highest differences in Kt values between Model A and Model B. While
Model A is highly inefficient and even acts as a wave generator (i.e., Kt ≥ 1) within region
II, the integration of the ESS is observed to extend the effectiveness of the FBW to incident
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wave periods of up to 7 to 8 s. Between 5 and 8 s, the average transmission coefficient, Kt,
for free-floating Model A is 1.11, with a peak value of 1.65 at T = 7 s. For Model B, the
average Kt reading is reduced to 0.59 and 0.74, when the ESS is pre-charged (i.e., S1) and
fully charged (i.e., S2), respectively. The FBW performance at T = 7 s decreases to 0.33 and
0.42 for S1 and S2, respectively. In summary, the average efficiency of the baseline free-FBW
within region II is expected to improve by 33 to 47%, depending on the extent of the charge
of the HPES system.

Region III: For very long incident wave periods of 8 < T ≤ 11 s, this corresponds to
the range of low incident wave frequencies 0.79 > ω ≥ 0.57 rad/s. In the third region,
the Kt values for both models are observed to settle close to the value of unity. Model B
experiences a rise of around 5.5% in Kt at T = 9 s, as compared to Model A. Apart from
being a very small discrepancy, the higher Kt values for Model B occur only within region
III, where the baseline model is already proving to be impractical to break the oncoming
waves (i.e., Kt ≥ 1). Indeed, the outcomes for region III imply that both free-FBW models
are not capable of attenuating waves with periods exceeding 8 s. The limitation of box-
type FBWs in attenuating waves of long periods was also reported by Elchahal et al. [11].
Considering deep water waves, wave periods higher than 8 s correspond to wavelengths
beyond 100 m. Therefore, it starts becoming technically and economically challenging to
construct FBWs having widths equivalent to at least half the incident wavelength, to be
effective in mitigating the oncoming wave energy [47].

In relation to the results of Figure 7, it can be argued that the external cylinders do not
directly assist in attenuating the waves. Otherwise, any dissipation is not being captured
by the potential flow theory, and the results are conservative. However, Figure 8 for
the free-FBWs predicts a significant improvement, which originates from the fact that the
integration of the PCS and ECU shifts the natural frequencies (as seen in Section 6.1, Table 1)
and alters the dynamic response of the FBW. The dynamic metrics are now investigated in
the following section.

6.3. Hydrodynamic Time Response

In order to delve into a deeper investigation and understand the behavioural charac-
teristics of Models A and B at specific wave climates, further simulations were carried out,
this time in a temporal domain. Both FBW Models A and B were moored at a sea depth of
200 m, under six, high stiffness catenary cables having the properties listed in Table 4 [48,49].
A plan view of the mooring configuration is also provided in Figure 9, illustrating three
cables on each longitudinal side of the FBW, with two cables connected to the middle and
four cables extending from every corner. Thus, the described mooring design which was
chosen after an extensive and separate analysis also caters for cable redundancy, which is a
fundamental precaution that aids in minimizing the risks of catastrophic events in case of a
single-line failure.

Table 4. Properties of the spread, high-stiffness catenary mooring system.

Parameter Value

Nominal chain diameter (m) 0.171
Angle with seabed (◦) 0
Anchoring depth (m) 200
Un-stretched cable length for corner lines (x4) (m) 1420
Un-stretched cable length for middle lines (x2) (m) 1231
Pre-tension per cable (kN) 4800
Transverse drag coefficient (-) [48] 2.40
Longitudinal drag coefficient (-) [48] 1.15
Safety factor under normal conditions (-) [49] 1.67
Maximum allowable load under normal conditions (kN) 15,000
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Table 5 presents the generic test matrix developed, inclusive of both regular and irreg-
ular wave conditions, and covering a range of sea states in accordance with the WMO Code
3700 [50]. Note that for load cases (LCs) 4 to 6, the wave height and wave period quoted in
Table 5 imply a significant wave height Hs and the peak period Tp, respectively. All wave
headings for all LCs were once again maintained at 0◦ to the x-axis. The unidirectional wave
heading was adopted as it is highly popular in modelling the response of floating struc-
tures, even though real sea states are characterized by multidirectional wave spectra [51].
In addition, a multidirectional wave spectrum is not expected to result in a significant
added response in the predominant DoFs (i.e., surge, heave and pitch) when compared
to the response resulting from a unidirectional wave spectrum of equivalent energy [51].
Furthermore, in terms of wave attenuation, the unidirectional wave spectrum is perceived
to be more difficult to attenuate since for a given energy content, the directionality of the
wave follows the same path. Conversely, real, stochastic waves of different frequencies
and phases propagate in different directions. Consequently, the unidirectional 0◦ heading
reflects the most conservative scenario, whereby the wave attenuating performance of the
structure is predicted to be a minimum.

Table 5. Test matrix for time response analysis in the HR domain in ANSYS® AQWA™.

Load Case
(-)

Wave Type
(-)

Wave Height
H (m)

Wave Period
T (s)

WMO Code
(-) [50]

Sea State
(-) [50]

1 Regular 7.7 10.5 7 High
2 Regular 3.1 7.5 5 Rough
3 Regular 1.5 5.5 4 Moderate
4 Irregular 4.5 8.5 6 Very rough
5 Irregular 2.2 6.5 4 Moderate
6 Irregular 1.1 4.5 3 Slight

The characteristics for the monochromatic waves were chosen based on data gathered
for Malta by the Dutch Consulting Organization, BMT ARGOSS [52]. The irregular LCs
were selected based on the work of De Leo et al. [53]. In [53], the authors perform trend
analyses and generated future projections (up to the year 2080) of wave climates in the
Mediterranean Sea. In AQWA™, the regular wave conditions were modelled via Stokes’
2nd order wave theory [36], whilst LCs 4 to 6 were defined via the JONSWAP spectrum [36].

The results in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 are based on a three-hour simulated history,
excluding the first 900 s of data to eliminate transient effects from the subsequent analysis.
Furthermore, the inclination of the PVs to the horizontal (refer to Figure 2b) and the sloshing
effects inside were not modelled numerically.
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6.3.1. Displacements

The results for displacements and accelerations laid out in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2,
Figures 10–15, were generated for the reference coordinate ξ = (0 m, 0 m, −3.25 m), relative
to the AQWA™ fixed reference axes (FRA). The coordinate ξ represents the average location
of the CoG of the ECU for the hybrid model. For consistency, in comparison, results for
Model A were also read using the same reference coordinate system. Monitoring the
dynamic parameters at ξ rather than elsewhere (such as at the CoG of the whole system)
is of great relevance due to the acceleration limits set on turbomachinery. The motions,
mainly accelerations, of the FBW may induce unwanted loads (e.g., gyroscopic loads) and
vibrations on the pump and turbine or P-T, in addition to any self-imposed vibration. It
is also worth mentioning that every bar under LCs 4, 5 and 6 represents the magnitude
obtained from the average of five different dimensionless seed values (i.e., 1, 10, 100, 10,000
and 100,000).
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Figures 10–12 present the maximum, peak-to-peak displacements occurring in the
surge, heave and pitch directions, respectively. For comparison purposes, the results for
Model A, Model B (S1) and Model B (S2) for LCs 1 to 6 are superimposed on the same bar
plots. It is instantly apparent that the dynamic response is highly dependent on the sea
state. For instance, LC 4 incites the highest surging and pitching motions, irrespective of
the FBW model. The heave response is also very significant in the extreme irregular sea
state (i.e., LC 4), yet translational motion along the vertical axis is more pronounced at
LC 1, for all three FBW models. The difference in peak-to-peak translational and angular
displacements between the fully discharged and fully charged states of Model B is minimal.
Indeed, for the results in Figures 10–12, the disparity in response between Model B (S1) and
Model B (S2) is always less than 15%.

The bar plots in Figure 10 reveal that the presence of the ESS is likely to contribute
to lower surge displacements. The outcomes in Figure 11 also indicate positive effects of
the ESS on the heave peak-to-peak displacements of the FBW. Excluding LC 1, the heave
motion is anticipated to decrease by 0.50 up to 27% when the HPES is combined with the
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FBW structure. Contrastingly, at the extreme regular wave conditions of LC 1, Model B
oscillates over a wider range of vertical displacement. Nonetheless, the increased heaving
attains a maximum percentage value of simply 2.54% when the PCS is fully charged at S2.

The maximum pitching motions for all LCs outlined in Table 5 are also exhibited in
Figure 12. The latter uncovers how the hybrid model is only able to provide mitigated pitch
rotation in calm waters (i.e., LCs 3 and 6). Contrastingly, for the moderate and extreme
LCs, the dynamic pitching behaviour of Model B is seen to augment as compared to the
response of Model A. The increased mass moment of inertia along the y-axis, due to the
introduction of the ESS, shifts the natural frequencies and response of the floating system
towards smaller wave frequencies. The overall effect is thus an increased pitching at high
wave periods and reduced pitching at short wave periods. As bodies with a larger mass
provide higher reluctance to a change in the dynamic state, then, it is also appropriate to
say that in calm waters, the heavier hybrid model is more difficult to put in motion, and
hence, there is a lower pitch response. Similarly, when Model B is in ample motion in rough
sea states, it is more challenging to control and mitigate its response in comparison with
the lighter Model A.

6.3.2. Accelerations

The integration of the HPES system with the FBW is also somewhat promising in
terms of accelerations. The absolute values in Figures 13–15 indicate the largest magnitudes
recorded, irrespective of direction (i.e., +ve or −ve in accordance with the FRA). As por-
trayed in Figure 13, the rate of change of velocity in the translational x direction decreases
for the majority of the LCs, with the only exception being LC 3. In the latter, the discrepancy
is however not detrimental. The surge acceleration increases from 0.24 m/s2 for Model A
to 0.28 m/s2 and 0.26 m/s2 for Model B (S1) and (S2), respectively. At LC 4, the highest
surge accelerations are recognized for both the baseline and the hybrid FBWs. Model A
undergoes a maximum surge acceleration of 2.67 m/s2 which reduces to 2.50 m/s2 and
2.43 m/s2 for fully discharged and fully charged Model B. Considering all LCs, up to
a 15% reduction in the surge acceleration is predicted for Model B, relative to Model A.
The presence of the ESS within the FBW is also expected to minimize the accelerations
in heave for all test LCs. According to the plots in Figure 14, Model B experiences peak
accelerations which are up to 18.8% less than the accelerations of Model A. The highest
percentage decreases are noticed for the moderate wave conditions of LCs 2 and 5.

The outputs for the peak pitch accelerations are exhibited in Figure 15. The latter
presents very sporadic results with no definite trends. For instance, Model B at LC 2 is
characterized by a well-defined increase in acceleration relative to Model A. Conversely, at
LC 3, the hybrid system accelerates significantly less than its baseline counterpart. LCs 1, 4,
5 and 6 reveal a decrease in the acceleration of Model B (S1) compared to Model A. However,
when the ESS is charged maximum, Model B (S2) experiences a rise in acceleration relative
to S1. The augmentation results in an acceleration that is either slightly less or equivalent
to that experienced by Model A at the same LC.

In respect of Figures 13–15, the conclusion is that the hybrid FBW model benefits
from reduced peak accelerations in the prevailing directions of motion. Sixteen out of the
eighteen results (six LCs for every predominant DoF) presented in Figures 13–15 indicate
a declining trend in acceleration. The highest decrease in acceleration from Model A to
Model B is expected in pitch for LC 3. In the given case, the acceleration drops by 50%
from 0.08 rad/s2 to 0.04 rad/s2. It is also worth remarking that in surge and in heave,
the accelerations for Model B always decrease when the PCS changes state from fully
discharged (S1) to fully charged (S2). On the contrary, an increase in the pitch acceleration
is observed when the ESS shifts from fully discharged (S1) to fully charged (S2) conditions.

Perhaps more meaningful are the peak and RMS accelerations quoted in terms of the
gravitational acceleration, g. Indeed, Tables 6 and 7 summarize the peak and RMS values
for the extreme sea states of LCs 1 and 4, respectively. The tabulated results manifest that
the peak accelerations for LC 4 are more pronounced than the peak accelerations predicted
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for LC 1, as is also reflected in Figures 13 and 14. Conversely, the highest RMS values
for the lateral and vertical accelerations are realized for LC 1. The analysis of the peak
and RMS accelerations link to the fact that the actual dynamic response is dominated by
the incident wave characteristics and that the acceleration response follows similar trends.
Thus, although higher, the peak accelerations in irregular wave conditions are short-lived.

Table 6. Peak and RMS accelerations of the FBW models in surge (i.e., lateral) and heave (i.e., vertical)
directions for LC 1.

DoF Acceleration (g) Model A Model B (S1) Model B (S2) Difference (%)

Surge (X) Peak—
..
xmax 0.141 0.135 0.132 −5.451

RMS—
..
xrms 0.095 0.091 0.089 −4.979

Heave (Z)
Peak—

..
zmax 0.170 0.167 0.167 −1.962

RMS—
..
zrms 0.101 0.102 0.103 +1.567

Table 7. Peak and RMS accelerations of the FBW models in surge (i.e., lateral) and heave (i.e., vertical)
directions for LC 4.

DoF Acceleration (g) Model A Model B (S1) Model B (S2) Difference (%)

Surge (X) Peak—
..
xmax 0.272 0.255 0.248 −7.530

RMS—
..
xrms 0.022 0.021 0.020 −7.584

Heave (Z)
Peak—

..
zmax 0.242 0.235 0.233 −3.501

RMS—
..
zrms 0.025 0.024 0.024 −3.698

Given the inadequacy of data available in terms of FBW accelerations, the values
obtained for Model A firstly assist in quantifying the accelerations expected for conven-
tional, large-scale FBWs in deep seas. In summary, and in accordance with the data in
Tables 6 and 7, it can be reported that massive FBW structures are being predicted to be
characterized by the following:

i. Peak surge (i.e., lateral) accelerations of 0.30 g;
ii. Peak heave (i.e., vertical) accelerations of 0.25 g;
iii. RMS acceleration maxima of 0.1 g in both lateral and vertical directions.

The quoted values obtained from numerical simulations are limited to the test parame-
ters considered, namely, the FBW geometry and sizing, mooring configuration and extreme
wave conditions listed in Table 5 with unidirectional 0◦ heading.

In relation to the novel FBW concept, Tables 6 and 7 affirm the outcomes in the bar
plots shown in Figures 13 and 14 in terms of the peak values, which are observed to be
typically less for Model B, relative to Model A. Indeed, the tables list the average percentage
differences in peak and RMS accelerations between Models A and B (S1 and S2), where the
percentages are computed relative to the stand-alone FBW. The negative values denote a
reduction in all cases (excluding the RMS acceleration in heave for LC 1, which is minimally
increased). Furthermore, the highest reductions in both peak and RMS accelerations are
realized in the surge direction. Finally, it may also be said that for the regular wave of LC 1,
the peak surge and peak heave accelerations slightly overshoot the 0.1 g SML established
by Freeman [30,31] for floating pontoons and breakwaters, whereas for the irregular wave
of LC 4, the peak surge and peak heave accelerations are more than double the aforesaid
0.1 g SML.

The fact that the FBW accelerations predicted in this study surpass the SML established
in [30,31] is however no issue of concern, since the FBW is not intended to be used as a
public platform. Of interest would be the effect of FBW accelerations on the operation and
lifetime of turbomachinery within the ECU. The authors have sought to translate platform
motions into turbomachinery vibrations. However, at the time of writing, no means to
derive such a relationship were found to be publicly available.
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7. Conclusions

This study has presented significant new information on the wave-breaking and
hydrodynamic performance of large-scale FBWs in deep seas. Indeed, the following have
been established:

i. The natural periods in heave, roll and pitch of large-scale FBWs resemble the natural
periods of FPSO units;

ii. The predicted peak lateral and peak vertical accelerations of large-scale FBWs equate
to 0.30 g and 0.25 g, respectively;

iii. The maximum RMS accelerations in both lateral and vertical directions add up to
approximately 0.10 g;

iv. RMS accelerations in regular wave conditions are higher than the RMS accelerations
arising from irregular sea states;

v. Peak accelerations in irregular wave scenarios are short-lived but are more pronounced
than the maximum accelerations recorded under incident regular waves.

Hybridizing the conventional box-type FBW (i.e., Model A) into a solution incorporat-
ing an HPES system (i.e., Model B) has further confirmed the following:

i. The hydrostatic stability of the floating assembly is enhanced as the GMt of the hybrid
system remains well above zero;

ii. The wave breaking efficiency, η (or transmission coefficient, Kt), of the FBW is signif-
icantly improved by up to 47% for mid-range incident wave periods of 5 ≤ T ≤ 8 s,
corresponding to the range of incident wave frequencies 1.26 ≥ ω ≥ 0.79 rad/s;

iii. The presence of the ESS is likely to contribute to lower surge and heave displacements
for a wide range of sea conditions;

iv. Contrastingly, hybrid Model B is able to provide mitigated pitch rotation relative to
Model A, in calm waters only, due to a shift in the natural frequencies of the structure;

v. From a hydrodynamic and stability perspective, both Model A and Model B are able
to remain intact and withstand sea states up to very rough and high conditions.

In conclusion, it can be stated that the results are promising, implying that the addition
of the HPES to the FBW will not lead to a degradation in neither the dynamic nor the wave
breaking performance of the floater. On the contrary, a considerable improvement is being
predicted. It should however be noted that the results obtained and conclusions drawn are
subject to the test conditions, which have been restricted to unidirectional wave headings
and wave spectra. Future work should consider the modelling of oblique and multimodal
waves approaching the FBWs, to further enhance the knowledge about the large-scale
structures under scrutiny. Furthermore, the present investigations have been limited to
numerical computations based on the potential flow theory. Future work should apply
more comprehensive numerical models such as CFD, which is based on the Navier–Stokes
equations. Experimental testing on scaled models in adequate testing facilities or in open
waters would be essential to validate the numerical modelling. The additional numerical
and physical analyses are crucial to evaluate the model uncertainties and provide a higher
level of confidence in the findings established to date.
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